THE FLYLINE - "A JOURNEY WITHIN THE MEAN"

ARRIVAL AREA & WELCOME STATION - (Energy + Water) First impressions are regenerative at the energy(s) parking lot, including such standard necessities as storage containers, tubs in anaerobic digesters; ev chargers powered by 'solar tree' micro-grid housing camouflaged with ephemeral markings and glyphs. A water filtration system invites a refill after a long drive.

The Welcome and Wayfinding Station allows event organizers to set the tone for the Fly Ranch ever-changing experience.

PAVILION PLINTH - (Communal Effort, Leaving No Trace, Energy, Shelter) This iterative pad will allow the Fly Ranch history and future to merge. Attaching nomadic Washu and Burning Man ephemerality while allowing the limitless imagination of architects and artists worldwide. The plinth includes necessary tie-down, prepared surfaces, secure storage, potable water and greywater irrigation sources, and power.

NORTH RESONANT GATES - (Immediacy; Radical Self-Expression) activated at the Northern and Southern nodes of the Flyline, is a guided mediation or sound ritual along the journey path. The gates opening ignites both analog and digital sounds whose melodies and rhythms can be curated and changed. The intention is to invite indigenous sound artists and musicians to compose the audio path to share a story, evoke “trans-memory,” and honor the land. The Southern gate serves as an “end-scene” or reset as the visitor’s journey comes to an end through an additional sound bath.

PAA’A NOBE WATER PLINTH - (Shelter; Water Participation, Regeneration) The largest platform is a watershed next to the large hot spring with an astronomically themed deck for observing the dark sky, shelter, compostable toilets, recycled showers, modular furniture built from up-cycled materials will allow for visitors to shape the connection experience needed.

TENDDUI LAB/LEARNING LAB - (Shelter; Food) A territorial observatory supported via the star deck attached to the Paa’A Nobe. The Flyline’s geometry takes inspiration from the North American Freshwater Snail spiral shell, a mollusk discovered by researchers Robert Herder and Donald Sada, in the streams near the geyser. The Tenndui Lab is an educational wet/dry lab with conditioned storage and equipment to allow for continuous monitoring, stewardship, and discovery of the Fly Ranch ecosystem.

FLYLINE SOLAR ARRAY (ENERGY) - The Flyline pergola’s forty-two modular shade pergolas provide shade from the sun, while harvesting that power to provide ample energy to fulfill electrical demand along the 400' boardwalk. Multicolored polycarbonate panels bathe the path in pools of colorful light by day. The entire 1,400’ Flyline is paved with (and will be lit by) 'Starpath,' an aggregate material (approved material by the International Dark-Sky Association), that absorbs and stores energy from ambient light (UV rays) during the day and releases this energy at night, making the particles glow for hours.

SUNSET SALUTATION PLINTH (WEST) - Provides a respite under a symbolic shaded tree at dusk with a sweeping silhouette of the granite mountain range, mirroring its reflection at the edge of the large pool below.

SUNRISE SALUTATION - Invites a sunrise salutation adjacent to beauty and power of the Fly Geyser. The sunrise plinth serves as an “end-scene” or reset as the visitor’s journey comes to an end, or as the sun rise, a new beginning.

FLY GEYSER - The exact point of origin for the divination of the golden spiral springs from the fly geyser.